1972 Land Rover Series IIA Dormobile

1972 Land Rover Series IIA Dormobile
DORMIE FOR SALE...
For the first time, I’m selling one of my Land
Rovers - a 1972 Series IIA Dormobile. I love
this old truck, but I just don’t have the time
to use and enjoy it, nor restore it back to
original spec, which this vehicle deserves.
It’s in great shape and almost drivable
(though somewhat slower than 2010 traffic),
with a strong 2.6 liter straight-six engine.
I’ve driven it a about 100 miles since I’ve
owned it and I’d be happy to drive it more,
after some TLC.
It’s a right-hand-drive truck, first registered
in the UK in 1972, and then immediately
exported to South Africa where it enjoyed
an easy life of weekend trips out into the
bush. The odometer is showing 53535
miles, and I have no reason to believe that
they’re not genuine. Retiring from South
Africa, it spent a couple of years in
Massachusetts, before ending up in Nevada
where I discovered it.

http://nickt.com/dormie - more photos and description
Nick Taylor // nickt@nickt.com // +1 303 747 6910 // Golden, CO

Good condition
2.6L straight six
Almost ready for adventure!

1972 Land Rover Series IIA Dormobile

...combined with the rugged goanywhere character of the famous LandRover, is a vehicle of supreme versatility
and toughness...

It comes with all the Dormobile
usuals, except for the table.
Everything seems to be working
just fine (it always starts first
time), though I mention some
minor issues on the website. That
said, it would not take a lot of
work nor would it break the bank
to address these issues to have a
very usable and fun weekend
vehicle.
Personally, I think this vehicle
would benefit from a restoration
as it’s in great shape and the
parts are mostly still available,
either used or reproductions.
I’m happy to take any questions,
send an email, text or call me
using the details on the opposite
page. The Dormobile is currently
in storage in Golden, CO.
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Offers around $12,000

